
Residents and visitors alike are invited to pick up both flyers, and set

out on a voyage of discovery that will lead to a better understanding of,

and appreciation for, our rich legacy of geoheritage. A picnic at Metcalfe

Park provides a great setting in which to become familiar with basic rock

types, and with structures easily seen in many of the local sediments and

sedimentary rocks. Structures such as these can be used to reliably

infer the paleoenvironments in which thick successions of bedded

sediments were deposited, then buried under more sediment, and then

gradually transformed to solid rock through the long process of natural

cementation. Having absorbed this overview of a sampling of local rocks

at a leisurely pace, you can then set out to visit outcrops beyond

Almonte, and systematically start to gain a better understanding of the

total geoheritage record.

Both the ALMONTE GEOHERITAGE PROJECT and the OTTAWA-

GATINEAU GEOHERITAGE PROJECT fall under the umbrella of

FRIENDS OF CANADIAN GEOHERITAGE, a pan-Canadian organization.

If you think that information similar to what has been put together here

should be developed elsewhere, you can demonstrate your endorsement

by  becoming a FRIEND OF CANADIAN GEOHERITAGE. No membership

fee is charged, and you will not be pestered by mailings soliciting funds.

Your support will provide incentive to expand our efforts through the

contributions of volunteers drawn from those with experience in the

geosciences. You are especially encouraged to pick up a membership

form, which provides additional information, as well as the URL for our

Geoheritage Website.

THE ALMONTE GEOHERITAGE PROJECT was initiated in collaboration

with the OTTAWA-GATINEAU GEOHERITAGE PROJECT. Neil Carleton

and Ben Carleton of Almonte worked with Allan Donaldson of Ottawa

during the summer of 2004 to develop a series of local tours that serve

to illustrate many striking geoheritage features in and around Almonte.

Central to the program was unanimous endorsement by Mississippi Mills

Council to arrange to have large slabs of rock moved to Metcalfe Park.

These rocks  were selected to illustrate interesting features that can

be seen in the stone walls of many historic buildings of the area, as well

as in rocky components of the local landscape. If this approach proves

popular, we hope to add more such blocks to Metcalfe Park in the future.

Two illustrated flyers were prepared to detail some principles basic to

understanding the origin and history of changes that have occurred in

the Almonte area though a time span of more than one billion years. One

of the flyers relates to the Rock Walk at Metcalfe Park; the other

outlines trips beyond Almonte that will bring home the three major units

that come together here: metamorphic and igneous rocks of the

Precambrian Grenville Province; stratified fossil-bearing Paleozoic

limestone, dolostone and sandstone; and vast stretches of unlithified

clay, sand and gravel, all deposited during and after the last

(Pleistocene) glaciation. These unconsolidated deposits provide the rich

farmland that attracted early settlers to this region.
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A COLD GLACIAL SEA:  Marine shells in a sand and gravel beach
deposit prove that the Champlain Sea, an arm of the Atlantic Ocean,
extended over Almonte less than 11,000 years ago.

A WARM TROPICAL SEA:  Ridges in a weathered limestone bedding
surface are trace fossils. These abundant tubular structures were
formed about 450 million years ago by worm-like organisms that
burrowed along an organic-rich layer in a lime-rich mud.  Burial under
the weight of younger sediment changed the mud to limestone.

ANCIENT ROCK: Precambrian rocks northeast of Almonte. Gneiss
(dark foliated rock) of the billion-year-old Grenville Province has
been cut by a pink feldspar-rich pegmatite dyke. Note matching
white stringers of quartz in the two angular inclusions within the
pegmatite. This match suggests that they are attached in the third
dimension to the dark gneissic host rock.

ANCIENT LIFE AND RECENT GLACIATION:  Branched bryozoa fossils
(extensively replaced by white calcite mineral) and a single nautiloid
cephalopod (above coin) occur within Paleozoic limestone. The polished
surface of the outcrop and abundant parallel surface scratches (striations)
were created by granules and pebbles imbedded in the base of a 2 km-
thick continental glacier that moved southward across the entire area
about 18,000 years ago, polishing and scouring the solid rock beneath it.
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